. The change of prediction accuracy of three predictors in three datasets as a function of the threshold value for order predictions. (a), (b), and (c) are for VL3, VLXT, and VSL2, respectively. FDD represents fully disordered dataset, PDDM is the disordered regions of partially disordered proteins, TMM-alpha stands for disordered regions of helical transmembrane proteins, while TMM-beta is the disordered regions of beta transmembrane dataset. (d), (e) and (f) are the results of VL3, VLXT and VSL2 for the longer subsets of TM-alpha, TM-beta, and PDD, respectively. (g), (h) and (i) are of VL3, VLXT, and VSL2, for the shorter ones, accordingly. VL3  VLXT  VSL2  VL3  VLXT  VSL2  VL3  VLXT  VSL2  TM-alpha The areas under ROC curve, threshold values, and accuracies at break-even points of VL3, VLXT, and VSL2 for TMalpha, TM-beta and PDD in order prediction by applying the balanced bootstrapping. Areas, threshold values, and accuracies at break-even points of VL3, VLXT, and VSL2 for length-dependent subsets of TM-alpha, TM-beta, and PDD in order prediction. All the results are from balanced bootstrapping. Superscript (L) and (S) indicate the longer and shorter subsets.
